What's in my dresser?
What’s in my dresser, let’s take a glance!

It is one pair of pants!
What’s in my dresser, let’s knock!

There are two socks!
What’s In my dresser, let's open wide!

There are three t-shirts inside!
What’s in my dresser, let’s take a peek.

There are four scarves, how chic!
What’s in my dresser, let's open the drawer!

There are 5 pajamas for when I am tired and I snore!
What's in my dresser, let me stick my hand in!

There are 6 hair pins!
What’s in my dresser, my mom bought me something new!

There are 7 running shoes!
what’s in my dresser, maybe something is hidden!

There are 8 mittens!
what’s in my dresser... it looks like something BIG!

I count to 9 and close my eyes...
There are 10 big clown wigs inside!